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Alfred sneered "You want to know why? I'll tell you the truth! Leon Wolf’s one of our-"

Leon was prepared for his identity to be known by all when he sought help from the Dragon Corp. Though it was best that no one

knew Leon was a Dragon Guard, Alfred intended to announce it to prevent the Southern Boss from attacking Leon again. That

way, the Dragon Corps would have a legitimate reason to fight the Southern Boss as well.

However, before he could complete his sentence, Leon interrupted him. "Hang on!"

He only prepared to let his real identity known because he worried he might be a match for the Southern Boss.

However, the Southern Boss was defeated and his family deserted him, so Leon saw no point in revealing his identity as a

Dragon Guard.

"Mister Glasbey, the Southern Boss has worked with the Demon Lord to commit horrible crimes. I assume that you have caught

wind of the Demon Lord's whereabouts and hurried over," Leon winked at Alfred.

"I see!" Everyone instantly understood why the Dragon Guards arrived all of a sudden.

"What?! Are you saying that the Demon Lord is here in the southern region and is working with the Southern Boss?"

Contrary to the others' reaction, Alfred and the Dragon Guards were all shocked.

Alfred just arrived and did not know that Leon defeated the Southern Boss and that the Southern Boss was trying to escape, let

alone having any knowledge about the alliance between the Demon Lord and the Southern Boss.

"Yeah! Mister Glasbey, I thought you already knew that the Demon Lord was in the southern region," Arthur said in confusion.

A Dragon Guard informed Arthur two days ago that the Demon Lord found his way to the southern region to harm the

Thompsons, so he naturally assumed that Alfred and the others knew about it as well. However, Alfred seemed shocked and

Arthur could not quite understand their reaction.

Alfred, too, was confused but knew better than to express it.

"Elder Thompson, where's the Demon Lord? Where’s he now? " He tensed and instantly ordered the Dragon Guards to stay on

guard.

The Demon Lord ranked third on the criminal list due to his supreme power and cunny nature.

Upon learning that the Demon Lord was in the southern region, the Dragon Guards were instantly alerted.

The Dragon Guards in the central region were not able to eliminate the Demon Lord for years because the Demon Lord was

great at hiding. Now that the Demon Lord showed

himself, this was the best chance for the Dragon Guards to hunt him down and they were all determined to take him down at all

cost.
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